
100585 - Youngstown Flannel shirt Jac

It’s a shirt. It’s a jacket. It’s what you need when you need it. Battles the wet and is more  than a match for 
the cold. 

 Rain Defender™  durable water repellent  

 Thermal lining for warmth

 Inside pocket



The rugged shell keeps rain  out. Super compact insulation delivers warmth without the bulk. When the 
weather takes a swing at you, this parka punches back.

 Rain Defender™  durable water repellent  

 Zip-out inner quilted jacket

 Super compact Insulite™  insulation

100737 - Quick Duck® wooDwarD 3-in-1 Parka



100631 - 3-season MiDweight sweatshirt

Three season comfort that works overtime to keep you warm and dry. Water repellent finish manhandles 
rain. Quilt lining stiff arms the cold. 

 Rain Defender™ durable water repellent

 Quilt lining for warmth

 Tough triple-stitched main seams



100728 - insulateD BaD axe Jacket

The ultimate in Carhartt  waterproof breathable performance.  High-abrasion zones, including elbows, 
cuffs and hem are reinforced with durable Carstrong™ fabric.   Super compact insulation  delivers warmth 
without the bulk. Full-length side zips enable tool belt access and venting. 

 Storm Defender™ waterproof breathable protection  

 Super compact  Insulite™ insulation 

 Heavy wear spots  reinforced with durable  Carstrong™ fabric

 Waterproof zippers  



rnc001 - weathereD Duck chore coat

Washed at the factory to get that “broken-in feel” right off the shelf, our coat is rugged and comfortable. 
Its blanket lining stiff-arms the cold.

 Blanket lining in body; quilted nylon in sleeves

 Tough triple-stitched main seams



J221 - caMo active Jac, realtree xtra®

It’s hard not to hide enthusiasm for Realtree Xtra® Camo. It’s the real deal. Made from heavyweight cotton 
duck, our active jac is toasty warm and has plenty of pockets for everything. Our new, rugged Realtree® 
camo styles are the only Realtree® camo clothing made in the USA. From work to woods, this apparel 
works just as hard.

 Quilt-flannel lining for warmth

 Tough triple-stitched main seams



100736 - Quick Duck® wooDwarD BiB overall

Rugged, lightweight fabric covers you up but doesn’t weigh you down. The Rain Defender™ durable water 
repellent finish keeps the rain off your back, too. 

 Rain Defender™  durable water repellent  

 Reinforced kick panels

 Ankle-to-thigh leg  zippers



100611 - water rePellent Pike Jean

Slip into something way more comfortable. The fit of these jeans is relaxed, but the  Rain Defender™  
durable water repellent finish is always on guard. 

 Rain Defender™  durable water repellent  

 Heavy wear spots and pockets lined with Carstrong™

 Front ledge pocket



cMF6366/cMF6066 - 6" work-Flex® Boot
Men’s 6-Inch Brown Work-Flex® Work Boot –  
Composite Toe CMF6366/Non-Safety Toe CMF6066 -  
Rugged and always ready for a bruising day of labor. 
With 5 layers of cushion and flexibility, it nicely  
accommodates you every time you bend, crouch, 
reach, lift, or haul.

 Electrical Hazard

 Work-Flex™ technology

 

cMw6184 - 6" waterProoF weDge Boot 
Men’s Plain Toe Dark Brown 6-Inch Waterproof Wedge 
Boot – Non-Safety Toe - Get a grip with dual-density, 
welt construction. Lightweight and comfortable, this 
rugged boot is oil, chemical and slip resistant.  
It keeps the water out, all day long.

 Waterproof Breathable

 Electrical Hazard

 

cMF8379/cMF8179 - 8" caMo work-Flex® 
waterProoF insulateD Boot
Men’s 8-Inch Brown and Camo Work-Flex® Waterproof 
Insulated – Composite Toe CMF8379/Non-Safety Toe-
CMF8179 - Blend in or stand out with some Realtree™ 
Camo. Comfortable. Flexible. Insulated. Waterproof. 
Slip-resistant. This boot was built for workdays and 
weekends.

 LiteFire™ insulation

 Waterproof breathable

 Work-Flex™ technology

 Electrical Hazard



100664 - woMen’s Quick Duck® wooDwarD Jacket

When the weather takes a swing at you, this rugged, lightweight jacket lets you duck the blow. It keeps 
you warm and dry and is tougher than the Sunday crossword. 

 Rain Defender™ durable water repellent

 Convenient media port

 Tough triple-stitched main seams



100657 - woMen’s sanDstone BerkleY Jacket

Nothing says “warmth” like Sherpa. Comfortable and well built for any workday, you’ll stay warm with 
Sherpa lining and quilted-nylon lining in the sleeves. 

 Sherpa lining for warmth

 Tough triple-stitched main seams



100745 - woMen’s BelMore hat
100759 - woMen’s BelMore scarF

Belmore Hat - A warm and comfortable choice, our cable-knit hat is made of a cotton and acrylic fabric. 
One size fits all.

 Warm

Belmore Scarf - Take on the cold in comfort and style. Unbuttoned, it is a traditional scarf. Buttoned, it is 
an infinity scarf. Made of cotton and acrylic, it features Carhartt script button closures.

 Warm



100815 - woMen’s weathereD wilDwooD Jacket

Pre-washed for that “broken-in” feel, our jacket will be your first choice when the winds howl and the  
mercury dips. Warm and comfortable Sherpa lining.  Quilted-nylon lining in the sleeves. 

 Sherpa lining for warmth

 Detachable hood



100707 - woMen’s rowlesBurg sweatshirt

The warmth of a jacket with the comfort of a sweatshirt. With a Rain Defender™ durable water-repellent 
finish and 100% polyester thermal lining, you’re ready to battle the elements.

 Rain Defender™ durable, water-repellent finish

 100% polyester thermal lining

 Carhartt-tough triple-stitched main seams.



100655 - woMen’s relaxeD-Fit JasPer Jean

This jean doesn’t relax on the job. Work-Flex® durable stretch technology makes moving easy.  
Improved stretch and recovery keeps the jean’s shape even after a hard day’s work.

 Work-Flex® durable stretch technology

 Five pockets

 Triple-stitched inseams



100649 - woMen’s original-Fit JasPer Jean

Cut for any job. Cut to fit you comfortably. Work-Flex® durable stretch technology makes moving easy. 
Improved stretch and recovery keeps the jean’s shape even after a hard day’s work.

 Work-Flex® durable stretch technology

 Five pockets

 Triple-stitched inseams



100679 - original-Fit canvas crawForD Dungaree

More than ready when the forecast calls for a hard day of work. Garment washed and pigment dyed for 
that comfortable broken-in feel. Utility pockets make life easier throughout the day.

  Garment washed and pigment dyed

 Utility pockets


